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Counter-monuments and promise: reading Lida Abdul’s ‘White House’ and ‘Clapping

with Stones’ video-performances!

Roberto Cavallini

Introduction

‘There is no inheritance without a call to responsibility’.

- Jacques Derrida, Specters of Marx

In June 2005, for the first time at the Biennale of Venice of Visual Arts, Afghanistan had the

opportunity to be represented with a pavillion at the ground floor of Palazzo Giustinian-Lolin,

centre of the Levi Foundation, Venice.

   One of the artists selected for the exhibition was Lida Abdul (1973-). In that occasion, she

has presented two video-performances: the first video, White House (2005), portrays the artist

while painting with white colour actual ruins of a house destroyed by American bombings in

Kabul.
i
 The second video Clapping with Stones  (2005) is located in the Afghan desert near the

Bamyian Caves, where the talibans demolished the Buddha statues, and it shows a ritual,

which has as ‘protagonists’ the stones of the place.

   Lida Abdul was born in Kabul, Afghanistan in 1973. At the beginning of the Eighties she

was forced to leave Kabul and her country and she moved to Germany and India as a refugee

before going to U.S. Going back to Kabul, after a long period, she pitted herself against the

city and the people disfigured by more then twenty years of invasions, war and dictatorship.

   Both White House  and Clapping with Stones  are affirmative reactions towards the

unbearable social conditions of her country and they investigate the possibility, at level of

memory and imagination, of how to represent the aftermath of dramatic events.

   In this paper, I will provide a close reading of Lida Abdul’s video performances stressing

the possibility to take them as examples of counter-monuments through Jacques Derrida’s

reflections on the structure and experience of the promise.

A counter-monument here will be considered not

exclusively opposite to a traditional monument. Dealing

with issues such as memory and identity, a counter-

monument presents itself as a process of becoming and as a

transitory and ephemeral event; it aims at occupying and

operating in the sphere of our collective imagination.

White House

In the exhibition setting, the two videos, facing each other,

were projected simultaneously on white plastic screens that

shaped and demarcated the space in which the visitors were

allowed to enter.

   I would like to start with White House, in which the artist

is co-protagonist of the performance and present herself in

the process of preserving the place of the disaster.

More than ‘why’ the artist in the first person has carried out

this act of preservation, I am interested in ‘how’ it has been

accomplished.

   It immediately emerges by watching the video that Abdul

is putting forward an act of exposure. What does it mean to

expose ruins? First of all it means to recognize them, to

affirm their existence. Secondly, the act of exposure is, on the one hand, an attempt to fulfil
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the encounter of the actuality of ruins and, on the other, a condition that posits the eventuality

of their ending.

   This exposure is not merely a display of something that is given as ruins, a revelation of

something hidden or forgotten that normalizes and regulates, so to speak, a previous

omission. The marginal existence of these ruins is exposed through a gentle and sensitive

gesture that acts upon the preservation of the place itself through acceptance. Rather than

being an attempt to restore the place adding and creating something new besides the ruins,

Abdul’s choses to emphasize what remains (the ruins) simply positing her gesture as an act of

promising.

 The point of departure is therefore this double tension embedded in Abdul’s gesture: promise

through exposure. Thus, this doubleness of the gesture speaks directly at the heart of Abdul’s

measured, careful and repetitive act of purification and resistance.

Put it differently, Abdul’s gesture provokes, in the wind’s strident silence of the video, a

straightforward but penetrating effect: she avoids falling in the rhetoric of mourning and

forgiveness keeping intact what remains of the past, that is ruins. Thus, her gesture

simultaneously implies preservation (of ruins) and de-stitution (of mourning); in this

perspective, exposure and promise inscribe in the place of the disaster the possibility of

opening up an alternative reflection on what remains after a disaster.

In the words of the artist:

          “Why can't a ruin itself be transformed into a meditation on something other - a non-

referential work of art - a visual or sculptural poem that one hopes will open up new spaces

for rethinking about society, about ethics and identity itself.  I suppose as people's sense of

personal identity becomes more and more aligned with their sense of history then it makes

sense that for them memorials must at least project the fiction of personal autonomy even

though their everyday lives are ridden with anxieties that the corporate culture helps them

manage.”
ii

The artist confronts us with the question of how identity could be considered through a

performative act in the public sphere avoiding, on the one hand, the stereotypes of mass-

media and, on the other hand, a documentaristic investigation. Here Abdul faces, in a delicate

and contemplative way, the recent and dramatic reality of her country and she touches

truthfully the wounded skin of this reality.

   In White House , Abdul’s intervention is almost

verging the domain of irrationality but at the same time

she attempts to posit this gesture at the frontier between

political responsibility and imagination, or, as the artist

stated, between “the space of politics and the space of

reverie”.
iii

 The presence of the artist emphasizes this

point: touching and painting the debris  is a pure

symbolic attempt to re-establish and re-configure at the

level of memory an unbeareable sorrow. In this sense,

she literally operates at the surface, where injure has

cancelled any form of life and stopped the flow of time,

suggesting another possible way of inhabiting those

ruins.

   The artist emphasizes this aspect when she paints a

man’s back standing on the ruins. In doing so, she marks

the people that belong to the place tracing, on the one

hand, a sort of symbolic contiguity between the

destroyed architecture and the survivors and exploring,

on the other hand, how people's interaction with these

spaces could shape the societies they create.

   When everything has lost its sense and public

obsession to memorialize reaches its supreme
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reification, to inhabit ruins indicates at least the refusal to dress up the place where then

public memory will just become a deceitful construct. Abdul here doesn’t give answers or

solve any problem; she just shows through her actions the thin line between the absurd and

reality. In this sense the exposure of ruins does not aim at embellishing them, rather it

functions as a radical and affirmative defacement. In relation to White House, one paradox

lies, for example, in her attempt to keep intact the ruins. The integrity of ruins is a

contradiction in terms; their fragmentation speaks of separation and disconnection, in ruins

there is no room for coherence and permanence, but still this act of exposure and purification

seems to ask: how to care about them? How to keep them safe from an inevitable decay? And

how can it be possible to re-establish a common ground of reconstruction?

   Abdul’s approach suggests through this paradox that is a difficult task to avoid the rhetoric

articulation of a work of mourning in the public domain; but her gesture at the same time

inaugurates the creation of a new reconceptualisation of the monument just thinking its

becoming as an ephemeral imaginative appropriation.

In other words, in White House there is no organization or institution of mourning but instead,

I would argue, a dis-ruption of the work of mourning through which promise is enacted

beyond commemoration and celebration.

Promise

In Abdul’s gesture, exposure becomes the medium to transform ruins ‘into a meditation on

something other’; it puts forward the possibility of experiencing the configuration of promise

as it is inscribed in this very movement towards something other.

   What is this experience of the promise in relation to issues concerning identity, time and

territory? In which terms can we reformulate the articulation of promise as an aporetical

experience?

   Jacques Derrida, in several writings, reflects on the language of the promise (Derrida, 1995:

385; Derrida, 1989: 92-94; Derrida, 1994; Derrida, 1986).

In Specters of Marx, for example, Derrida links the space marked by promise with notions

such us deconstruction, justice, gift, decision, responsibility, inheritance and the ‘future-to-

come’ [a-venir]
iv
, where he considers the legacy of Marx and Marxism after the collapse of

communism. In the context of this paper, I would argue that Derrida’s reflections are

particularly important also in relation to an investigation about collective cultural memory

and imagination.

   Promise, first of all, unfurls the question of what arrives, of what is to come; it speaks about

the heterogeneity and disjuncture of time, between past and future and beyond the present.

Therefore, promise appeals to a commitment, an obligation or responsibility to the future-to

come.

“When I say: I promise to come tomorrow, I do not say simply: I will come tomorrow or it

is true or likely that I will come tomorrow, which are theoretical utterances. Rather, I

commit myself to coming tomorrow. […] This general structure is such that one cannot

imagine a language that is not in a certain way caught up in the space of promise. […]

Whatever my discursive mastery may be, I submit at once to language and to the structure

of promise whereby language is addressed and, consequently, responds to the other. And it

is there that I am responsible before even choosing my responsibility. (Derrida, 1995: 384)

The shift at the heart of the nonpresence of our present time addresses the force of the

promise trapped between its possibility and its eventuality.

The structure of the promise of which Derrida is speaking about, opens up access to the

question of its undecidability, to promise as an aporetical experience. “At a certain point,

promise and decision, which is to say responsibility, owe their possibility to the ordeal of

undecidability which will always remain their condition”. (Derrida, 1994: 94)
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Lida Abdul, Clapping With Stones, 2005. Still from

the video. Courtesy of Lida Abdul.

What is at stake here is the impossible definition and calculation of an event posited in the

future by the act of promising. Promise constitutes an ‘affirmation of the future’

(Beardsworth, 1996: 36) but not its total anticipation.

Derrida also writes:

          “Memory is not just the opposite of forgetting. And therefore the anamnesis of the

anamneses […] will never be able to lift an origin out of oblivion. That is not at all its

movement. To think memory or to think anamnesis, here, is to think things as paradoxical

as the memory of a past that has not been present, the memory of the future – the movement

of memory as tied to the future and not only to the past, memory turned toward the promise,

toward what is coming, what is arriving, what is happening tomorrow”. (Derrida, 1995: 383)

Derrida opens up through the notion of the promise the temporality of memory towards that

which is to come. Therefore, the aporetical experience of promise in terms of temporality

allows us to think the ephemeral gesture of a counter-monument as something that would

operate as a sort of counter-signature within a place already marked out by previous

occurences.

To think Abdul’s video performances as counter-monuments it is to conceive them as events

that try to deal with the collective memory of Afghan people, beyond the apparatus of official

commemorations, and to put forward the possibility to think ‘memory as promise’ (Derrida,

1986: 145), that is ‘memory turned toward the promise, toward what is coming’.

This asymmetrical movement of the counter-monument as promise operates in Abdul’s works

through exposure that reveals and transforms the bareness of ruins into a common ground

where negotiation, also in terms of memory and imagination, begins.

Clapping with stones

In Clapping with Stones, we watch a ritual

that takes place in front of the Bamiyan

Caves by a group of men dressed with

black tunics. The ritual consists in clapping

tenaciously with stones collected around

the area and it is quite straighforward the

relation between this noisy gesture and the

silent presence of the defaced caves with

the insistent echo as a result.

As the title already shows, this video

performance is an attempt to give voice to

inanimate objects (the stones in this case), to let them speak about that which is inexpressible

with mere words. This obvious incommunicability is transformed through an affirmative

gesture that breaks the silence and conveys a sense of preservation of this sacred place.

   The poetic and contemplative effect of this performance, like in White House , is achieved

through a lucid political stance.

           “Yes, the poetic has always been the political for me and when I hear people tell me that I

am too close to the skin of the real' so to speak, I wonder what they really mean.  I think it'd

be true to say that for me the origin of all ideas for work start in 'laughter,' in the absurd and

then over time that initial shock of the absurd transforms itself into something else; a form

begins but interestingly the evolution of that form is for me as much a personal coming-to-

terms with the world around me as much as it is a desire to desire to hint at another world in

which remembering and thinking and mourning are not seen as mutually exclusive.”
v
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By means of a paradoxical interplay between the domain of the absurd and the skin of reality

the notion of promise takes all its crucial relevance. In Clapping with Stones, promise is not

simply posited as something that opens what is to come in relation to a conscious expectation.

More than that, through an act of promising, as I already stated, we are open to what is coming

but also to its unexpectedness. For promise is an undetermined occurrence that, in a certain

way, speaks of the opening of time (what occurs from now on, the advent of something

leading towards an event x or z), in relation with a time that is in the future; a moment that can

be imagined or hypothesized but it cannot be known or recognized.

This taking place of promise integrates the event (in this case a mourning and its

manifestations) giving to it a state of openness, that is at the same time the promise of this

very openness, and avoiding any sort of anticipation, certainty or limitations. This is why

Abdul’s reflections are neither definitive solutions nor the only possible way to think these

issues also in terms of representation.

   However, we could also say that this coming-to-terms with her ‘inheritance’ (Afghanistan’s

political and social situation) is typified by alterity because what remains (ruins and

desolation) is irreducible to any order of identity. How is it possible to recognize these ruins

even as scattered traces of a broken indentity?

   Abdul operates a sort of suspension in which promise is evoked as a process of transaction

but at the same time as the placeholder of a result and consequence that is not yet known;

promise is the exposure of this tension, of a non-knowledge that opens the conditions of

existence of knowledge to come. ‘The ordeal of undecidability’ as the ultimate condition of

the promise prefigures this endless suspension open to the future-to-come. This undecidability

or impossibility of the promise is, eventually, the story of its insubstantial manifestation. As

Derrida writes at the end of his text for Paul de Man:

           “A promise cannot be kept, it cannot even be made in all its purity. As if it were always

linked to the departed other, as if it were therefore not linked. But consequently, this is

because a promise pledges only to what is mortal. A promise has meaning and gravity only

on the condition of death, when the living person is one day all alone with his promise. A

promise has meaning and gravity only with the death of the other. When the friend is no

longer there, the promise is still not tenable, it will not have been made, but as a trace of the

future it can still be renewed. You could call this an act of memory or a given word, even

an act of faith; I prefer to take the risk of a singular and more equivocal word. I prefer to

call this an act, only an act, quite simply an act. An impossible act, therefore the only one

worthy of its name, or rather which, in order to be worthy of its name, must be worthy of

the name of the other, made in the name of the other”. (Derrida, 1986: 150)

Conclusions

In this paper, the video performances by Lida Abdul’s have been explored and investigated in

order to suggest how the possible creation of counter-monuments could be considered as

affirmative gesture and ephemeral imaginative appropriation in terms of collective

imagination.

   Notions such as exposure, promise and affirmation were points of departure to offer a

critical unfolding of Abdul’s video narratives where space and time merge together in a

horizon of uncertainty demarcated by the aftermath of a disaster.

   Moreover, both White House  and Clapping with Stones  speak about the necessity of re-

creating an effective and fertile ground where people and places are integrated together. The

figure of counter-monuments linked up with the notion of promise evokes and determines this

contiguity focusing on how spatial narratives could be shaped also by a critical temporal

dimension. Counter-monuments and promise here share the same temporal implications and

their aporetical nature speaks about the costant struggle that is embedded in a work of

memory that is directed towards the past but also towards the future, to what is to come.
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   And it is in this shifting movement that Abdul’s video reflections stand, so to speak, in

suspension. Ultimately, both videos deal with ruins; but ruins here are not an ultimate

condition of physical decay or, for instance, a gradual process of dissolution and

decomposition. The inescapable state of destruction marked by these ruins is what the artist

inherits from the present time of her country. Finally, the question of inheritance posits her

works, in terms of political and cultural responsibility, as an affirmative act of resistance.

Endnotes

                                                  
! This paper is part of a chapter of my PhD thesis where the notion of counter-monument in relation to

the notion of promise is developed in a more substantial and theoretical way.
i
 In the same period another work by Lida Abdul, Public ritual  (2005), dealt with white painting of

burned and abandoned cars of Kabul.
ii
  Extract from an interview I had with the artist in June 2005. The Italian translation will be published

(AA. VV.) Stefano Cagol (ed.), La 51esima Biennale di Venezia revisited, S. Donà di Piave, Venezia:

Mazzanti, forthcoming publication in Italian. Not yet published in English.
iii

 Lida Abdul’s artist statement, [http://www.lidaabdul.com/statement.htm], last access on 03/06/2006.
iv
 I employ ‘future-to-come’ [ a-venir] following the translation by Peggy Kamuf  in Derrida, J. (1994)

Specters of Marx: the State of the Debt, the Work of Mourning, and the New International, trans. by

Peggy Kamuf, New York, London: Routledge.
v
 Extract from the interview I had with the artist in June 2005.
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